ABRASIVE

ATTACHMENT SOLUTIONS

WHAT WE DO: ABRASIVE ATTACHMENT SOLUTIONS
Scott & Fyfe specialise in the manufacture of
technical loop fabrics for the abrasives attachment
industry.
With a culture of innovation at the core of our
employee owned business along with years of
experience in the abrasive attachment industry, we
have developed a range of solutions that add
significant value throughout the manufacturing
process.
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MATERIAL COST VALUE
We understand that in a highly competitive market cost
savings are essential, that is why we have developed a
range of products that can offer material cost savings
in a number of areas.

Lower purchase cost per square metre

Less adhesive required with our fabrics

SCOTT & FYFE
No width loss during processing
due to stability of fabric

Compatible with lower cost
adhesive

No shrinkage experienced
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PROCESSING VALUE
With years of experience in supplying to the abrasives
attachmentmarket, we understand the processes used
and have developed our range of loop attachment
fabrics to complement and assist processes.
Longer rolls available reducing handling
Reduced joins resulting in reduced waste
High stability within our fabrics could increase process speeds
Less adhesive required, reducing costs
Can be laminated using a range of adhesives
No creasing experienced when processing, reducing scrap and downtime
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END PERFORMANCE VALUE

Our expertise lies in providing loop attachment products
designed to exceed customers’ process and performance
demands. To ensure a perfect match of delivery against our
customers’ expectations we have developed a product range
that offers an enhanced end performance.
No high temperature delamination due to complete surface adhesion
Trouble free manufacturing experience due to ease of processing
No moisture delamination
Increased disc life possible
High lamination strength
Low to zero linting due to fabric construction
Discs remain flat after production and after use
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LOGISTICS VALUES
As a worldwide provider to the abrasive attachments
industry, we realise the importance of having a product
range that is logistically compatible with our customers
demand profiles.

Increased roll size up to 3000lm

Reduced carbon footprint due to
longer roll lengths

Less handling required

Product less bulky allowing more fabric
on industry standard roll sizes

Reduced storage
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USER VALUE
The abrasives industry offers a range of solutions for a
multitude of applications. With the end user in mind,
we have developed a range of attachment systems
compatible with any abrasive application. Not only that
but we have developed our products to be user friendly.
Products available for all
applications

Suitable for coarse and fine
abrasives

Highly durable

Lower dust clogging

Suitable for high temperatures
applications

High peel strength
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CONTACT US
Scott & Fyfe Ltd
Tayport Works
Links Road
Tayport, Fife
Scotland, DD6 9EE

www.scott-fyfe.com

+44 (0) 1382 554 000

sales@scott-fyfe.com

info@scott-fyfe.com

SCOTT & FYFE

@ScottandFyfe

Scott & Fyfe Ltd

scottandfyfe
www.scott-fyfe.com

